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ABSTRACT 

This thesis report describes the process and present the results gained while evaluating available 
VPN mesh solutions and equipment for integration into Industrial systems. The task was divided 
into several sub steps; summarize the previous work done in the VPN mesh area, evaluate the 
available VPN mesh solutions, verify that the interesting equipment comply with the criteria set by 
ABB and lastly verify that the equipment can be integrated transparently into already running 
systems. The result shows that there is equipment that complies with the criteria, which can also 
be integrated transparently into running systems. The result also shows that IPSec should be 
used as the VPN protocol since IPSec can make use of the crypto hardware whereas TLS based 
VPNs currently cannot. Even though the implementation of secure gateways would provide 
authentication and authorization to the network, the cost of implementing these gateways would 
be great. The best solution would be to present the evaluated equipment as an optional feature 
instead of making it standard equipment in each system. 

Denna examensarbetesrapport beskriver den process, samt presenterar de resultat som har 
insamlats, när tillgängliga VPN-mesh-lösningar- och utrustning har utvärderats för integrering i 
Industriella system. Uppgiften var uppdelad i ett flertal delmoment, varvid det första bestod i att 
summera tidigare utfört arbete inom VPN-mesh-området. De efterföljande delmomenten bestod i 
att utvärdera tillgängliga VPN-mesh-lösningar, verifiera att den utvärderade utrustningen uppfyller 
de krav som fastställts av ABB samt verifiera att utrustningen har stöd för transparent integrering 
i system under drift. Resultatet visar att det finns utrustning som uppfyller ABB‟s krav, vilken även 
kan bli transparent integrerade i system under drift. Resultatet visar även att IPSec bör användas 
som VPN-protokoll eftersom IPSec kan nyttja krypto-hårdvara medan TLS-baserade VPN-
lösningar för tillfället saknar denna funktionalitet. Implementeringen av säkra gateways medför 
autentisering och auktorisering till nätverket, dock är kostnaden att implementera dessa hög. Den 
bästa lösningen vore att erbjuda de utvärderade produkterna som möjliga tillägg, istället för att 
göra dem till standardutrustning vid köp av ett industriellt system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

For a definition of the different terms used in the following sections, please see the Terminology 
section. 

Background 

The Industrial Network suppliers face higher and higher demands on the security of their 
products. The attacks become more sophisticated in addition with more people getting access to 
„easy to use‟ software, which in turn can bring tremendous damage to an unsecured network. 
During the Black Hat event 2011 in Las Vegas, Dillon Beresford covered several vulnerabilities 
found on various Siemens PLCs. These attacks allowed Dillon to access the PLCs and see the 
actions going in and out and if an operator, connected to an engineering station, would send 
commands to the PLC, the passwords set to protect the PLC could be captured. Furthermore, in 
June 2010 the highly sophisticated computer worm Stuxnet was discovered. This worm was 
designed to spy on and subvert industrial systems. (Ref. #[1], #[2], #[3])  
 
ICS-Cert (Industrial Control Systems Cyber Emergency Response Team) is keeping lists with 
various devices and their known security vulnerabilities, related to Industrial Networking. This list 
is supposed to give an overview of the amount of well-known security flaws. Keep in mind that 
this list only shows the vulnerabilities that are well-known, unknown security flaws do exist as well 
as new ones do always arise. (Ref. #[4],#[5]) 
 
Due to this the requirement of network security increases and therefore ABB has become 
interested in securing the network communication when using protocols such as Modbus TCP, 
Ethernet, IP and MMS. The current systems do not have protection against computer network 
attacks like IP Spoofing, where one would manipulate the IP address of an IP packet to 
impersonate another computer system. It is also possible to perform a man-in-the-middle attack, 
an attack where one would place a computer between the sender and receiver and henceforth be 
able to interpret all the data traffic traveling between those victims. ABB wants to investigate 
secure gateways, which would be placed between the senders and receivers, whose main 
objective is to encrypt and authenticate the data traffic passing between those. (Ref. #[6]) 
 
The goal of this thesis project is to investigate which possibilities that exist to protect industrial 
networks from malicious network traffic with existing security products.  

Related work 

Previous work in this area has been done by the Swedish Defense Research Agency, FOI. Their 
task was to investigate the VPN performance when using COTS hardware. The project 
specification sent to FOI, as well as their test results, can be seen in attachment 3. Furthermore, 
Innominate, owned by Phoenix Contact, solved a similar problem where performance together 
with the need for a simple configuration was in focus. Due to confidentiality the project 
specification, as well as the result of their research, are not attached to this document.   
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Problem formulation 

The task given the author involves summarizing previous work done, as well as to investigate 
what solutions that exist, in the VPN Mesh area. Furthermore the author has been tasked to find 
equipment that satisfies the requirements set by ABB. The last step involves testing various 
firewalls with the requirements based on how many active tunnels and maximum throughput 
these support while using full encryption. Also the configuration of the firewalls must be 
reasonably easy and the solution should be possible to install into existing systems without the 
need to reconfigure any of the nodes. 
 
The author is supposed to focus on the Spoofing, Tampering and Information disclosure parts of 
the STRIDE system, developed by Microsoft for classifying security threats. Therefor attacks 
such as Denial of Service should only be mentioned and not taken as a deal breaker when 
evaluating different hardware. STRIDE stands for Spoofing, Tampering, Repudiation, Information 
Disclosure, Denial of Service and Elevation of privilege. (Ref. #[7]) 
 
A complete description of the problem, as received by ABB, can be found in attachment 1. 
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TERMINOLOGY 

Term Definition 

COTS Commercial off-the-shelf 

ABB Asea Brown Boveri 

VPN Virtual Private Network 

MMS Manufacturing Message Specification 

SSL Secure Sockets Layer 

TLS Transport Layer Security 

LAN Local Area Network 

PLC Programmable Logic Controller 

IDM Innominate Device Manager 

FOI FOrskningsInstitut 

MTU Maximum Transmission Unit 

TCP Transmission Control Protocol 

UDP User Datagram Protocol 

RFC Request For Comments 

RNRP Redundant Network Routing Protocol 

SCP Secure CoPy 

QoS Quality of Service 

VLAN Virtual Local Area Network 

ToS Type of Service 
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ANALYSIS 

In the project specification the work was divided into several sub steps. While analyzing the problem 
the author realized that these steps already give a clear picture of what needs to be done to 
complete the assignment. Therefore these steps are presented below and will be used as headlines 
when describing the methods required for completing each step. 
 

1. “Summarize the previous work  

2. Investigate what options that exist.  

3. Configure one VPN tunnel using 2 VPN gateways; one VPN gateways and one computer on 
each side. Check that the functional requirements are fulfilled. Measure the available 
performance with generic TCP/IP traffic  

4. Configure 2 VPN tunnels using 3 VPN gateways; one VPN gateway connected to 2 other 
VPN gateways with one computer connected to each VPN gateway. Measure the available 
performance with generic TCP/IP traffic. Compare the results with step 1 to see if it seems to 
be possible to extrapolate the performance figures from one tunnel to multiple tunnels in any 
reasonable way.  

5. Configure 3 VPN tunnels using 4 VPN gateways; one VPN gateway connected to 3 other 
VPN gateways with one computer connected to each VPN gateway. Measure the available 
performance with generic TCP/IP traffic. Compare the results with step 1 and 2 to see if it 
seems to be possible to extrapolate the performance figures from a few tunnels to multiple 
tunnels in any reasonable way. Describe the usability when configuring the VPN mesh.  

6. Use the VPN mesh for MMS traffic and verify that this works as expected.  

7. Use the VPN mesh on one of the paths on a redundancy network to verify that VPN is 
transparent for the nodes.  

8. As 6 or 7 but also add generic TCP/IP traffic to verify that the MMS traffic works as expected 
under high network load; “ 

         (Taken from the project specification in Attachment 1) 
 
Furthermore the need to setup a full mesh arises when the customer needs nodes inside the 
network to be able to talk to each other.  This will require that a topology be setup in a way that 
each computer, simulating a controller, can reach each other through a VPN tunnel.  
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Method 

Summarize the previous work   
 

The author will acquire the previous work done by FOI as well as speak with the person 
responsible for that particular assignment. Furthermore the author will contact Phoenix 
Contact and either book a meeting with or ask them to send information regarding their 
work.  
 

Investigate what options that exist.  
 

This step will consist of continuous use of the internet. Speaking with knowledgeable 
people will surely also result in useful information, which in turn should lead to conclusion 
about which options are worth looking further into. Furthermore the author will contact the 
various companies, trying to find useful information regarding some of their interesting 
products. 
 

Since the steps three through five, mentioned in the analysis, are already well explained, the 
author will use them as the method to solve them. 
 
Use the VPN mesh for MMS traffic and verify that this works as expected.  
 

The author has been given the information that ABB has the required software to 
generate MMS traffic and thus that software will be used to complete step six.  

 
Use the VPN mesh on one of the paths on a redundancy network to verify that VPN is 
transparent for the nodes.  
 

There are several systems installed in the ABB laboratory, these systems will be used to 
verify that the implementation of the VPN mesh can be completed without reconfiguring 
the nodes. 
 

As 6 or 7 but also add generic TCP/IP traffic to verify that the MMS traffic works as 
expected under high network load; as long as there is a throughput margin the MMS traffic 
should work as normal.  
 

Again the author has been given the information that there is software available to 
generate TCP/IP traffic. 

Lastly the work will be documented and presented in the form of a project report, which will be 
written according to the ABB documentation standards. 
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SOLUTION  

Summarize the previous work  

Previous work in the VPN mesh area had been done by the Swedish Defense Research Agency, 
FOI. Their task was to investigate the VPN performance when using COTS hardware. This 
firewall was supposed to be placed inside a control system cabinet. The requirements on the 
firewall were that it should be able to work in stealth mode (invisible to the user and other 
equipment) and that it should be possible to implement into already installed systems, without 
any reconfiguration on the nodes.  The work was divided into three steps, of which only one was 
completed before it was discovered that there already were complete solutions available that 
complied with ABBs requirements. Although the project was abandoned, FOI reported their test 
results. These test results showed that the maximum throughput was insufficient while using 
openVPN (TLS) and a lot better when using IPSec.   
 
Furthermore the author was able to book a meeting with Phoenix Contact and therefore got an 
opportunity to gather valuable information regarding the work they had been doing in the VPN 
Mesh area. Even if the author was not able to read the report describing the results, Phoenix 
Contact was willing to give a demonstration of their deployment solution as well as confirming 
that IPSec throughput is a lot better than openVPN (TLS) throughput. (Ref. #[8]) 
 
Most vendors have done some work in the VPN mesh area, but not with a focus at Industrial 
Networks 

Investigate what options that exist.  

The author has been able to find most of the information, required to determine if a product 
complies with the requirements, on the various vendors‟ websites. If any of the information 
required was missing, contacting the vendor in question always resulted in the information being 
given via e-mail. The result of this investigation can be found in attachment 2.  
 
IPSec- VS SSL (TLS) based VPNs 
 
The choice of protocol was relatively easy considering both FOI‟s and Phoenix Contact‟s 
previous work clearly showed that IPsec performed a lot better than TLS based VPNs. IPSec 
would have been chosen even if FOI and Phoenix Contact wouldn‟t have provided this 
information. There are two main reasons as why to choose IPSec; first the interoperability is 
better with IPSec since it is standardized, whereas TLS VPNs are not. Second, since IPSec 
kernel modules can make use of the crypto processor, present in the hardware of most modern 
security appliances for en- and decryption, the performance will be better than TLS. TLS make 
the en- and decryption in user space, therefore the slower software encryption method has to be 
used. This however is a typical implementation, there is nothing that says that a TLS based 
encryption couldn‟t be able to be configured to use the crypto hardware as well. Though this may 
be more difficult considering TLS operates at a higher level in the TCP/IP stack than IPSec does. 
(Christopher Meller – Technical Account Manager at Phoenix Contact, Tomas Lindström – Cyber 
Security Specialist at ABB)  
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Ease of deployment 
 
Each of the products presented and placed under a gateway group in attachment 2 can be 
configured using the integrated web interface on each device. This solution does not scale well 
and will be time consuming when the amount of devices grows. Thus the vendors have 
developed their own centralized management software: 
 

 Cisco Security Manager 

 Innominate Device Manager 

 HP Intelligent Management Center 
 
With the help of these specially designed software‟s, the management of networks with many 
devices can be greatly simplified. The downside however by using central management is first of 
all the cost of acquiring the software, but also making sure that the central management server 
can reach all of the devices in the network. The last point can, instead of making the 
configuration easier, introduce more complex topology designs. Lastly the need to provide a 
dedicated server for the management software may arise if the customer does not already have a 
working infrastructure containing servers that are reachable throughout the network.  
 
Instead of delivering centralized management software with every installation, the option exists to 
maintain one server at ABBs site. This server may contain default templates for the different 
security devices that are to be delivered to the customer. The result would be that the security 
devices delivered to the customer would be preconfigured using a centralized management 
software present at ABBs site, while maintenance of the products after installation will be 
performed using the web interfaces of each device. 
 
For more details on the different managers, follow the links in the reference section. (Ref. 
#[9],#[10],#[11]) 

Throughput 

Since throughput is an important factor, different throughput measuring software was used for 
getting an accurate throughput value. Measurement data for the different devices, supplied by the 
vendors, were used as guidelines when trying to achieve the desired throughput. The tests 
followed the RFC2544 standard – Benchmarking Methodology for Network Interconnected 
Devices for the UDP tests, RFC6349 – Framework for TCP throughput testing for TCP. (Ref. 
#[12],#[13])   

Since the RFC2544 standard specified that different frame sizes had to be used, the author 
chose to manipulate the MTU on the interface that was chosen to be the client. When iPerf was 
used the frame size could be changed by editing settings in iPerf, the reason why the MTU had to 
be set on the interface was because Windows Performance Monitor and PCATTCP did not have 
an option to set the frame size. More information regarding the test software will be presented 
later in this section.  

Changing the MTU on an interface was easily done with the commands below entered into an 
elevated command prompt (Run as Administrator). 

netsh interface ipv4 show subinterfaces  

The command above was used to get the name of the interface to be edited. 

netsh interface ipv4 set subinterface "your interface" mtu=1400 store=persistent 

This set the MTU to 1400, in other words a frame with the size 1400 was sent out on the 
Ethernet. The RFC2544 standard specified that the frame sizes to be used on Ethernet should be 
64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1280 and 1518. Furthermore, since the author had received the test 
report from Phoenix Contact, stating that the best frame size to use should be 1400; that frame 
size was used in the testing as well.  
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The frame size 1400 also made sense considering that IPsec adds at least 44 bytes overhead to 
each packet, in addition to the TCP header that adds at least 40 bytes per packet. If the frame 
size would be larger than 1518 and no jumbo frames were allowed, the packet would be 
fragmented. In other words, the packet would be split into an amount of packets where each 
packet would be smaller than 1518 bytes. If a packet would be fragmented the throughput would 
suffered. Firstly due to the increased amount of packets, since each packet would be split into at 
least twice as many packets, but also due to the CPU performance that would be needed to 
fragment each packet. The increased amount of packets would also result in even more 
overhead introduced on the network, since each new packet would need another IPSec and TCP 
header. (Ref. #[14],#[15], #[16]) 
 
The RFC6349 contained various variables that had to be calculated before being able to 
measure the throughput. The variables where the theoretically maximum TCP throughput, ideal 
TCP transfer time, the TCP transfer time ratio, TCP Efficiency and lastly the buffer delay. These 
variables and their formulas are presented in attachment 4.The decision was made not to try 
different frame sizes for TCP throughput since different frame sizes would already have been 
used while performing the UDP tests. Instead it would be interesting to see how much the 
Window size influenced the maximum TCP throughput.  

Since the author was aware that fragmentation would occur at a specific frame size and had 
decided not to test the TCP throughput with different frame sizes, the decision was made to 
calculate the Path MTU for the different test cases. The Path MTU was the maximum allowed 
frame size to travel through the network. This was calculated using a ping with the flags –f and –l 
set. An example of this command is presented below: 

Ping –f –l 1400 192.168.1.1 

This command tried to send a 1400 byte packet from the source computer to 192.168.1.1. The –f 
flag sets the “Don‟t Fragment” bit in the packet. This resulted in that if a device received the 
packet and had to fragment it to make it pass, it would not have been able to do so because of 
the –f flag. Instead it sent an ICMP “Destination Host Unreachable” message to the sending 
computer. By using this command the author could find the Path MTU. The Path MTU differed 
based on if IPSec data encryption was turned on or not. (Ref. #[17]) 

After finding the Path MTU the author set the maximum MTU on the interface to the Path MTU, 
this ensured that it was the different Window sizes that affected the throughput and not packet 
fragmentation. Having set the MTU on the interface the author began the TCP testing and 
decided that the different Window Sizes to be used should be 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 32KB and the 
maximum allowed Window Size of 65‟535Bytes. Although there was an option called TCP 
Window scaling, which could allow even larger Window sizes. This could be useful if the 
connection had a good throughput but a high round trip time. Since the current setup did not have 
a high round trip time, the throughput would not get any better even if Window scaling was used. 
But to show the readers that the throughput indeed did not get any better when the Window size 
went above the theoretical max Window size, the throughput values, when the Window sizes 75K 
and 100K were used, will be presented as well. How to determine the theoretical max Window 
size and more details about how the tests should be performed can be seen in attachment 4. The 
test results from specific devices can be seen in attachment 5 and 6. (Ref. #[18]) 

ABB had told the author that they could suffice with the authentication function of IPSec alone if 
the throughput was remarkable better than with both authentication and data encryption. This 
resulted in the need to add two additional test cases. The first test had data encryption turned on, 
whereas the other had it turned off. This, including the need to test with both TCP and UDP, 
resulted in a total of four test cases. 

The tests were completed with the hardware currently available in the laboratory at ABB. The 
computers are simulating PLCs. The gateways will be addressed with the names specified in 
attachment 2. The devices that were available for these particular tests were four mGuard 
rs4000, one mGuard GT/GT and one mGuard Centerport. During the tests the devices had 
firmware 7.5 installed. More information regarding the test cases as well as how to perform the 
tests can be seen in attachment 4. 
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Keep in mind that even if the tests were performed using mGuards, the same approach can be 
used when testing devices from different vendors. 
 
Test 1 

Two Field Device Gateways with a computer connected to each of the gateways secured 
LAN: 

 

Figure 1 – Throughput Test case 1 

Test 2 

Two Field Device Gateways, one connected with two computers connected to a switch, 
the other with one computer behind

 

Figure 2 – Throughput Test case 2 

Test 3 
Three VPN Gateways, one Server Gateway configured with one tunnel to each of the two 
Field Device Gateways. Each gateway with a computer connected to their secured LAN: 

 

Figure 3 – Throughput Test case 3 
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Test 4 

Four VPN Gateways, one Server Gateway configured with one tunnel to each of the three 
Field Device Gateways.  Each gateway with a computer connected to their secured LAN: 

           

Figure 4 – Throughput Test case 4 

The reason for why four topologies were used instead of just one was that the amount of 
throughput each device could provide did not necessarily have to be linear. There could be other 
factors that lowered the throughput which would result in insufficient throughput provided for each 
device. Furthermore, since the author did not have access to two devices of each type, the need 
to design a topology that somehow managed to get an approximate throughput value for the 
mGuard Centerport emerged. The performance of the mGuard GT/GT could be measured 
together with the mGuard Centerport, but the mGuard Centerport could not be pressured enough 
with the mGuard GT/GT to get an accurate throughput value. This, together with the need to 
verify that the throughput indeed would increase with the amount of maximum throughput 
generated by the interconnected devices and not be affected by other factors resulted in the need 
to add four more topologies. These topologies allowed more than one device to interconnect with 
another, which would at least verify that the throughput would grow linear and at the same time 
guarantee that the mGuard Centerport could supply enough throughput for two mGuard rs4000 
and one mGuard GT/GT. 

Three different programs were used for determining the throughput: 

 iPerf 

 PCATTCP 

 Windows Performance Monitor 
iPerf: 

“iPerf is a neat little tool with the simple goal of helping administrators measure the 
performance of their network. Worthy of mention is the fact that it can measure both TCP 
and UDP performance on a network. iPerf is cross platform software and open source.” 
(Ref. #[19])   
 

PCATTCP: 

“Test TCP (TTCP) is a command-line sockets-based benchmarking tool for measuring 
TCP and UDP performance between two systems. It was originally developed for the BSD 
operating system starting in 1984. The original TTCP and sources are in the public 
domain, and copies are available from many anonymous FTP sites.” (Ref. #[20])  
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Windows Performance Monitor: 

Using the Windows Performance Monitor together with specific software, used for 
generating high amount of TCP traffic and setting the Performance Monitor to measure 
incoming traffic in Bytes per second, the throughput could be measured. (Ref. #[21])   

After receiving identical test results from the three programs, the author chose to consider the 
received values as accurate. The test results from the mGuard rs4000 and mGuard GT/GT can 
be seen in attachment 5 and 6. Since the mGuard Centerport could not be pressured enough, a 
complete report will not be available until an mGuard Centerport has been tested together with 
another mGuard Centerport.  

The author chose to compare the achieved results to the throughput values supplied by the 
vendor, which can be seen in attachment 2. When comparing, it could be seen that the maximum 
throughput differed with about one third from the values received by the vendor. After contacting 
the vendor and asking them how this could be the author received their measurement data as 
well as the frame sizes used while performing different tests. The maximum throughput value 
supplied by the vendor was not based on an average with different frame sizes, instead it was the 
best value received while using a specific frame size. Therefore the throughput supplied by the 
vendor should not be taken as a value that should be reachable; instead it should be taken as a 
best possible value only reachable when the frame size is set to the size granting the best 
throughput. Furthermore the tests performed by the vendor were done with UDP alone, whereas 
the tests performed at ABB were done with first TCP, then UDP.  

After receiving the above information the author chose to compare the results again, but this time 
look for a best possible throughput value among the UDP results. The author found that the 
throughput measured when the frame size was set to 1400 bytes was the highest and that this 
value also was the one closest to the throughput value supplied by the vendor. Looking into the 
vendors‟ results it could be found that their best throughput value was also at a frame size of 
1400 bytes. Unfortunately due to confidentiality, the results received from the vendor cannot be 
presented in this report.  

To summarize the throughput section: 

The throughput measured when a device was set to operate in transparent mode was 
rather low, if a network was to be constructed using mGuard rs4000, with IPSec data 
encryption turned on, a capacity of 11.42Mbit/s for TCP and 10Mbit/s for UDP could be 
provided. If IPSec data encryption would be turned off, a capacity of 13.69Mbit/s for TCP 
and 8.77Mbit/s for UDP could be provided. If a network was to be constructed using 
mGuard GT/GT, with IPSec data encryption turned on, a capacity of 25.6Mbit/s for TCP 
and 21.6Mbit/s for UDP could be provided. With IPSec data encryption turned off a 
capacity of 23.2Mbit/s for TCP and 15.9Mbit/s for UDP could be provided. 

Ease of configuration of the mGuard 

The author tried two different ways of configuring the devices. First the IDM, Phoenix Contact‟s 
centralized management software, was used. This approach was said to be the easiest way to 
configure a full VPN Mesh and therefore the author wanted to try this first. Prior to configuring it 
with the IDM the author had to set the IP address of every device to something unique. After 
having set the IP addresses on the devices and having connected the devices to the switch 
which in turn connected them to the server running the IDM, the IDM easily setup the VPN Mesh 
and created a certificate for each device with which they then could authenticate each other. 

The other way to configure the VPN Mesh was to enter each device‟s web interface, set an IP 
address, create a tunnel to the desired location and verify that the tunnel was up.  

For conclusions regarding when to use centralized management can be seen in the Summary 
and conclusions section. 
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Use the VPN mesh for MMS traffic and verify that this works as expected / Use the VPN 
mesh on one of the paths on a redundancy network to verify that VPN is transparent for 
the nodes.  

This section will be vendor specific, but the same type of testing can be implemented on any of 
the devices presented in attachment 2.  
 
The author got access to an 800xA test system; this system consisted of three connectivity 
servers, three switches and four PLCs. Since the author only had access to six mGuards, the 
decision was made to secure all of the PLCs but only one of the connectivity servers. The 
topology below shows how the system was built after the mGuards had been implemented; 
 

 

Figure 5 – MMS traffic test  

 
The reason why the topics “Use the VPN mesh for MMS traffic and verify that this works as 
expected” and “Use the VPN mesh on one of the paths on a redundancy network to verify that 
VPN is transparent for the nodes” were merged into one topic was because that during the MMS 
traffic test the transparency test was automatically performed as well.  
 
Since the mGuards were configured to allow multicast traffic, the first thing that could be noticed 
was that RNRP, which is ABBs proprietary routing protocol, showed that all paths were up. This 
did not mean that unicast traffic could pass transparently though the IPSec tunnel, but rather that 
multicast traffic indeed could pass through the mGuards unencrypted. To verify that unicast traffic 
could pass through the IPSec tunnel, the author connected to the PLCs and configured the 
Connectivity Server to retrieve data from every variable, present at the PLC, with a frequency of 
once every second. This test setup did initially not work at all. This turned out to be due to a bug 
in the firmware of the mGuards. After contacting Phoenix Contact a hotfix could be used to 
remove this bug and complete the test. A more permanent solution of this bug has been 
promised to be present beginning with firmware 7.6, which has been said to become available in 
the first quarter of 2013. 
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Add generic TCP/IP traffic to verify that the MMS traffic works as expected under high 
network load  

Since there was no effective way to make the PLCs send a lot of TCP/IP traffic, the need to add 
another computer to the same LAN as one of the PLCs emerged. This computer could use 
software developed to stress the network with sending a lot of UDP traffic. The mGuard 
connecting the new computer to the WAN had been configured with another tunnel that 
terminated at the mGuard connected to the connectivity server. Below the topology for this test 
can be seen: 
 

 

Figure 6 – MMS with TCP/IP traffic 

While the stress test was running the author again connected to the PLCs and configured the 
connectivity server to retrieve data from every variable, present at the PLC, with a frequency of 
once every second. The retrieval was successful as long as the software generating UDP traffic 
was limited to only sending at 10Mbit/s. Increasing the rate above 10Mbit/s resulted in some of 
the variable retrieval packets to be lost, which could be determined by seeing that the status of 
the variable was flipping between unknown and good, but never bad. Increasing it above 
25Mbit/s resulted in every packet getting lost, which could be determined by seeing the status 
turn into a constant bad for every variable. The last was expected since the mGuard rs4000 
never went above 25Mbit/s during the throughput tests, however the author believed that there 
should be a way to lower the priority of or drop the packets generated by the software.  
 
This got the author interested in seeing if MMS traffic arrival could be guaranteed when using 
QoS with traffic policing on the mGuards. Quality of Service can be used to give some traffic 
priority over another based on protocol, port or IP address. With the help of QoS the TCP traffic 
generated by the variable retrieval and traveling across the tunnel was given 99% of the 
throughput whereas the traffic generated by the stress test was given 1%. Using QoS the packet 
loss that previously occurred between the rates 10Mbit/s and 25Mbit/s could be eliminated, but 
the packets kept dropping when the rate went above 25Mbit/s. The reason why the packets 
stopped dropping between the rates of 10Mbit/s and 25Mbit/s was probably because at those 
rates, the CPU could still filter the packets without being overloaded. 
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Using the firewall to drop UDP packets, except the ones which were RNRP packets, the author 
tried to eliminate the packet drops that occur when the traffic generating software generates rates 
higher than 25Mbit/s. The hopes were that the mGuard could filter and drop the UDP packets, 
without overloading the CPU, and therefore be able to focus on the TCP packets. The difference 
between this method and using QoS was that the mGuard did not have to look at the TOS bit, 
port or IP address of every packet; instead it only needed to determine if a packet was a UDP 
packet or a TCP packet. Unfortunately, even though it only needed to determine if a packet was a 
UDP or a TCP packet, this resulted in a high CPU load and at traffic rates above 25Mbit/s the 
CPU was performing at 99%. This led to the dropping of all packets, both UDP and TCP, since 
the CPU could not handle them.  
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RESULTS 

Previous work in the VPN mesh area had been done by most Industrial networking vendors. 
Some had solutions that enable the customers to quickly and efficiently distribute full VPN 
meshes; others were still developing the functionality for deploying and managing the meshes. 
The information gathered when summarizing the previous work gave valuable input when 
determining which options that exist when setting up a full VPN mesh. It turned out to stand 
between two protocols when setting up the mesh, IPSec and SSL (TLS), where at last IPSec 
turned out to be the winner. OpenVPN may be able to perform on equal ground with IPSec if they 
are both implemented in the same way, although the most common implementations of openVPN 
cannot make use of crypto hardware. This makes IPSec the more attractive protocol and IPSec 
should remain the protocol of choice until solutions emerge that have implemented openVPN in a 
way that it can make use of the crypto hardware.  

The throughput test results, which can be seen in detail in attachment 5 and 6, showed that when 
using VPN in a transparent mode, the throughput was rather low. The author had also been able 
to compare the received test results to the results produced by Phoenix Contact. Even when 
using the same frame size that Phoenix Contact used to get the maximum VPN stealth 
throughput, the author was not able to reach this value. This may be because some other 
settings could differ, for example Phoenix Contact could have used the single stealth mode, 
whereas the author used multi-stealth mode. Another possible explanation could be that Phoenix 
Contact used dedicated hardware to perform the tests whereas the author only had access to 
freeware such as iPerf. This leads to that if a decision would be made to begin testing more 
devices and maybe start certifying security equipment for integration into Industrial systems, the 
author recommends buying hardware designed to perform throughput tests on network devices. 
Using freeware does work but using a dedicated hardware is highly recommended to simplify the 
test procedure and probably get more accurate results.  

Furthermore regarding throughput, the author never received any feedback regarding why the 
throughput was lower when IPSec data encryption was turned off compared to when it was on. A 
possible explanation could be that the mGuard for some reason turned off the crypto acceleration 
when no encryption was used. This phenomenon can be seen when using both TCP and UDP.  

When TCP was tested with different Window Sizes it could be seen that the throughput 
sometimes got higher when the Window Size was bigger than the theoretical maximum Window 
Size. The difference in throughput was not big, maybe 500kbit/s or circa 2%, compared to the 
theoretical max. The other thing that could be noticed in the same scenario however was that 
when the Window Size got bigger than the theoretical max, the efficiency got lower and the buffer 
delay increased. In other words, even though sometimes the throughput could get better when 
using Window Sizes bigger than the theoretical maximum Window Size, the efficiency and buffer 
delay suffered.  

It turned out that the throughput did increase linear with the amount of devices X connected to 
device Y. When testing the mGuard Centerport with three connected mGuard rs4000 devices, 
with the optimal frame size set to the Path MTU, each device could be provided with 20Mbit/s. 
20Mbit/s was the maximum throughput acquired when testing the mGuard rs4000 with the 
topology seen in Figure 1. Another test, with the same settings, was performed when two 
mGuard rs4000 were connected to an mGuard GT/GT. Again each of the mGuard rs4000 could 
be provided with a throughput of 20Mbit/s. 
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Integrating the security devices transparently into a running Industrial system did work, although 
the mGuards did not currently have support to let multicast traffic travel across the tunnels. The 
possibility to let multicast traffic pass on the tunnels has been said to be present in the summer of 
2013. A workaround was to configure the mGuards to allow multicast traffic to pass through the 
firewall, in other words the multicast traffic was passing through the network unencrypted. 
Securing the multicast traffic though was not the main focus of the thesis, an intruder gaining 
access to the multicast traffic could at best IP spoof one of the addresses sending multicasts and 
in such a way perform a Denial of Service attack. No critical information can be gathered and no 
tampering of process data can be made using the multicast traffic passing between the nodes. 

Regarding if MMS traffic works as expected under high network load the author believes that the 
CPU currently present in the mGuards is not designed to be able to filter traffic with rates that 
surpasses its measured maximum throughput. After talking with Phoenix Contact the author got 
the information that other companies had performed successful Achilles certification tests on the 
mGuards. “Achilles® Test Platform is a cyber security and communications robustness testing 
appliance for connected devices that finds known and unknown vulnerabilities, allowing faults to 
be reproduced, isolated and identified. Used by QA, Validation, and Development engineers, 
Achilles Test Platform ensures Device Manufacturers build cyber security robustness into their 
products and systems.” (Ref #[22]) 
 
When working with the mGuards the author encountered two bugs in two different firmware 
versions. The first bug resulted in that the tunnel initiation using x509 certificates failed; the other 
resulted in that ARP replies spoofed by the mGuards was sent out in the external interfaces. The 
bugs cost the author several weeks of evaluation, however Phoenix Contact were very helpful 
and told the author that a possible explanation as for why these bugs had not been reported 
earlier could be that most customers do not use the same combination of functions, on the 
mGuards, which the criteria set by ABB demanded.  

Future work 

Since the author in the end only had time to perform the tests on Phoenix Contact mGuards, in 
addition to ABB deciding to proceed with the project, the need for testing the appliances 
mentioned in attachment 2 remain. ABB will have to decide if they want to certify the appliances, 
brand label one of them, or pick one appliance and recommend that appliance to the customers. 
Whichever way they chose they will need to perform the tests described in this document to 
either compare or evaluate if the appliances meet the criteria set in attachment 2. 

Find out why the data throughput on the mGuards using no IPSec data encryption is slower than 
having data encryption turned on. According to Christopher Meller, Phoenix Contact is currently 
investigating this phenomenon.  

Perform a throughput test on the mGuard Centerport. This will require that ABB has access to 
two mGuard Centerport‟s. The author has at least verified that it can support enough throughput 
for one mGuard GT/GT and two mGuard rs4000, which should come close to a throughput of 
100Mbit/s. 

Check and see if there is a possibility to use the DreamPlug, which is the same product that FOI 
used when trying to develop a product that could comply with the criteria set by ABB. A solution 
could be to develop an own product, originating from the DreamPlug. The author has tried to get 
in contact with the company manufacturing the DreamPlug but without getting any response. 

If no centralized management software will be used, the need to somehow create certificates 
arises. These certificates are the ones that will be used to authenticate the gateways with each 
other. In other words, these certificates would be used when “X.509v3 cert” authentication is 
used. A possible solution would be to use XCA cert.  
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Summary 

After having summarized the previous work done and having looked for vendors that have 
solutions in the VPN mesh area, the author got in contact with Phoenix Contact. The author 
managed to schedule a meeting with Phoenix Contact; the meeting was supposed to give the 
author a demonstration of their centralized management software with which VPN meshes could 
be distributed. In addition the author got an opportunity to gather valuable information regarding 
which protocols are suitable when configuring VPN meshes.  

The decision was made to begin the evaluation of secured gateways with the mGuard, which was 
the product developed by Phoenix Contact. A number of requirement had been set by ABB and 
the criteria was based on the throughput when using VPN in a transparent mode, the amount of 
active tunnels supported, the ability to be transparently integrated into running Industrial systems 
and lastly be able to either forward multicast traffic unencrypted or be able to encrypt the 
multicast traffic and send those packets over the tunnels. 

The author had access to different models of the mGuard, which all had two interfaces, one 
internal and one external. After setting up the full VPN mesh in the laboratory and having verified 
that the multicast traffic was working as demanded; the need to develop different throughput test 
cases emerged. First the devices had to be throughput tested with UDP, where different frame 
sizes had to be tested, then with TCP, where different Window Sizes had to be used. After having 
created four different test cases, different throughput measuring software like iPerf could be used 
to perform the test cases and therefor determine the throughput.   

After having completed the throughput tests, the author began moving the devices to an already 
running 800xA test system. This would verify that the devices could be integrated transparently 
into already running systems. Using the same configuration, as when testing the throughput, the 
author first verified that MMS traffic could travel across the tunnels. Having verified that the 
previous worked, software developed to send UDP traffic at specific rates was used to verify that 
MMS traffic could be transferred parallel to the UDP traffic generated by the software. 

Conclusions 

The implementation of VPN gateways can provide many benefits, such as making sure that the 
traffic passing between two nodes will be authenticated as well as authorized. This will prevent 
attacks like IP-spoofing and man-in-the-middle attacks. Implementing VPN gateway however 
does come with a downside and the downside is mostly due to the cost of buying, testing and 
implementing the gateways. Many of the Industrial gateways come with one external and one 
internal interface. This would mean that to secure a PLC, which has two interfaces, one would 
need two gateways. Another solution would be to buy more switches to the network, but either 
way the amount of extra devices would result in increased costs, both in buying the extra 
equipment as well as supplying the extra equipment with power. When trying to determine how 
much extra cost the VPN mesh would add one could take an average cost of 50000 SEK per 
PLC and then add the cost of acquiring two VPN gateways. For example, let‟s assume that two 
mGuard rs4000 will be used to secure a particular PLC; the cost of buying two mGuard rs4000 is 
approximately 20000 SEK. When adding these two costs, the PLC and mGuards, together it can 
be seen that the price per PLC would increase by approximately 50%, which is only the cost of 
acquiring the hardware. The best solution would be to use a gateway that has more than one 
internal interface which then could be used as a primary or secondary gateway for many more 
devices. Unfortunately the author has only been able to find one Industrial gateway with more 
than one internal interface and that gateway will not be able to provide enough performance until 
a new model comes out in the summer of 2013. 
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Conclusions regarding if to use centralized management software are hard to give since the 
author only had a chance to work with the IDM, the Innominate Device Manager. But keeping in 
mind that the following may not be true for other vendors, conclusions regarding the IDM will be 
presented. The author had been told that to use the IDM would save much time and reduce the 
probability of human errors. When using the IDM it soon became clear that the amount of time 
spent manually setting an IP address on the devices, connecting them to the IDM and sending 
the configurations was almost the same as connecting to the devices, configure the IP address 
and setting up the tunnels. This is true for smaller networks although when the amount of devices 
grows the use of centralized management software becomes more appealing. Configuring a full 
mesh of fifty interconnected devices will clearly be faster with the IDM, as well as drastically 
reduce the probability of a human error. Forgetting one tunnel or configuring a false IP address 
while trying to configure fifty tunnels on fifty devices is almost guaranteed. 

Even though the VPN gateways will supply authentication and encryption of the unicast traffic 
passing between the PLCs, which in turn adds better network security, the network will not 
become secure by this method alone. To achieve a secure network the switches connecting the 
network together will need to be secured as well. This could include 802.1x authentication, port 
security, VLANs and shutting down unused ports. Considering that the switch certification team at 
ABB are already planning to add security tests, when certifying switches, it should not take long 
until ABB can rightfully state that the devices they have certified all help secure the network. 
Lastly one must always keep in mind that in the end, one of the best ways to secure a computer 
network is to limit the access to and where the hardware is placed. 

Since some Industrial networks are more exposed to network security threats than others, the 
author recommends that the network security devices evaluated and tested should be presented 
as an optional feature when ordering an Industrial system. In the future, when the dedicated 
security devices have more interfaces it would be possible to include those devices as a standard 
component instead of making it an optional one. Another solution would be to implement crypto 
hardware in the PLCs, which then in turn could setup their own VPN mesh without the need for 
dedicated hardware. 
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PREFACE 

This document shows which appliances have been checked for compliance according to the 
criteria found under the CRITERIA section. The information gathered and presented in the 
different tables is taken from each of the companies‟ respective websites. Much of the 
information is directly copy pasted and the author does not claim to have written it. For 
references see the reference section of this document and following these links, all the 
information gathered, as well as copy pasted, can be found. The throughput values presented in 
this document should not be taken as a guaranteed throughput, instead it should be taken as a 
best possible value only reachable when tweaking and editing settings on the appliance or 
sending devices. 
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http://www.phoenixcontact.com/online/portal/us?urile=pxc-oc-itemdetail:pid=2200515&library=usen&tab=1
http://www.innominate.com/data/downloads/data_sheets/mguard_centerport_en.pdf
http://www.innominate.com/data/downloads/data_sheets/mguard_centerport_en.pdf
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/products/network-security/HP_A_Firewall_Series/index.aspx#JG216A
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/products/network-security/HP_A_Firewall_Series/index.aspx#JG216A
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/products/network-security/HP_A_Firewall_Series/index.aspx#JG216A
http://h17007.www1.hp.com/us/en/products/network-security/HP_A_Firewall_Series/index.aspx#JG216A
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CRITERIA 

ABB has decided that there will be two different types of firewalls. One that will be placed in front 
of the Connectivity Servers, this firewall will be named CS gateway. The other will be placed in 
front of the controllers and will thus be called Controller gateway. A topology describing this 
scenario can be seen below: 
 

 

Common criteria 

Both the CS gateway as well as the Controller Gateway must be able to be installed into a 
running system. Therefore they need to have a stealth/transparent mode, or a way to achieve the 
similar result with firewall rules. Furthermore the appliance must be able to forward multicast 
traffic, either encrypted over the tunnel or unencrypted with the help of firewall rules. 

Connectivity Server Gateway 

Bandwidth Requirements: 
 

Each controller, in a standard implementation, has a maximum throughput of 10Mbps. 
ABB has ensured its customers that each Connectivity Server can handle up to 48 
controllers each. Thus the CS gateway will, in a situation that rarely occurs, need to 
handle 480Mbps. Since the controllers seldom, or even never, send data at their 
maximum capacity, it has been said that the CS gateway will need to be able to provide 
the controllers with no less than 1Mbps each. In other words, a firewall will comply with 
the requirements to become a CS gateway if it can handle 50Mbps VPN throughput. 
The PM89x controllers have a maximum throughput of 100Mbps, and the CS gateway will 
need to be able to provide each controller with at least 20Mbps. 
 

Active Tunnels: 
 

Since, as mentioned above, each Connectivity Server needs to handle up to 48 
controllers, the number of active tunnels required of each CS gateway will be at least 48. 
Taking this into consideration the following requirements can be built: 
 

 1-10, not ok 

 10-20, may work in smaller systems 

 20+, the more the better  
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Controller Gateway 

Bandwidth Requirements: 
 

The customer will be given a choice of how many controllers will exist behind one 
Controller Gateway. When given this choice ABB will inform the customers that 
depending on how many they chose they may have to buy a more advanced Controller 
Gateway. Since there will be at least one controller behind each Controller Gateway and 
each controller will need at least 1Mbps for a standard or 20Mbps for a PM89x controller, 
the Controller Gateway needs to be able to provide a throughput of at least the same 
amount. The gateways that are able to supply a throughput of 20Mbps will be named the 
Advanced Controller Gateways, while the gateways that are able to provide at least 
1Mbps will be named the Standard Controller Gateways. 
 

Active Tunnels: 
 

Since it‟s said that a controller will need to be able to speak to at least 20 other 
controllers, the requirements become as shown below: 
 

 1-5, not ok 

 5-10, may work in smaller systems 

 10-25, ok 

 25+, the more the better 
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Cisco SA500 Series Security Appliances 

Feature SA 520 SA 520W SA 540 

3DES/AES VPN 
Throughput 

65Mbps* 65Mbps* 85Mbps* 

IPsec VPN 
Peers 

50 50 100 

Encryption DES/3DES/AES DES/3DES/AES DES/3DES/AES 

Authentication Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Number of 
ports 

• 4 LAN ports 

• 1 WAN port 

• 1 optional port for 
use as LAN, WAN, or 
DMZ port 

 

• 4 LAN ports 

• 1 WAN port 

• 1 optional port for 
use as LAN, WAN, 
or DMZ port 

 

• 4 LAN ports 

• 1 WAN port 

• 1 optional port for 
use as LAN, WAN, 
or DMZ port 

 

Port speeds 10BASE-T, 
100BASE-TX, 
1000BASE-T capable 
 

10BASE-T, 
100BASE-TX, 
1000BASE-T 
capable 
 

10BASE-T, 
100BASE-TX, 
1000BASE-T 
capable 
 

*VPN throughput and sessions count depend on the SA device configuration and VPN traffic patterns. These elements should be taken in to 
consideration as part of your capacity planning. 

Conclusions 

Connectivity Gateway: 
  

The maximum throughput while using 3DES/AES could be acceptable for a CS Gateway. 
  

Controller Gateway:   
 

The above security appliances do meet the requirements as a controller gateway and will 
be placed in the Advanced pool. 
 

To view the appliances full specifications follow the link in the reference section. 
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Cisco ASA 5500 Series Adaptive Security Appliances 1 

Feature Cisco ASA 
5580-20 

Cisco ASA 
5580-40 

Cisco ASA 
5585-X with 
SSP-10 

Cisco ASA 
5585-X with 
SSP-20 

Cisco ASA 
5585-X with 
SSP-40 

Cisco ASA 
5585-X with 
SSP-60 

3DES/AES 
VPN 
Throughput 

1 Gbps* 1 Gbps* 1 Gbps* 2 Gbps* 3 Gbps* 5 Gbps* 

IPsec VPN 
Peers 

10,000 10,000 5,000 10,000 10,000 10,000 

Encryption DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

Authentication Pre-shared 
key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared 
key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared 
key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared 
key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared 
key, 
MD5,SHA 

Number of 
ports 

2 Gigabit 
Ethernet 
management 

 

2 Gigabit 
Ethernet 
management 

 

8-port 
10/100/1000, 
2-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet

**
 

(SFP+) 

 

8-port 
10/100/1000, 
2-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet

**
 

(SFP+) 

 

6-port 
10/100/1000, 4-
port 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet 
(SFP+) 

 

6-port 
10/100/1000, 
4-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet 
(SFP+) 

 

Number of 
ports with 
additional 
modules 

• 4-port 
10/100/1000, 
RJ-45 

• 4-port 
Gigabit 
Ethernet fiber, 
SR, LC 

• 2-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet fiber, 
SR, LC 

 

• 4-port 
10/100/1000, 
RJ-45 

• 4-port 
Gigabit 
Ethernet fiber, 
SR, LC 

• 2-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet fiber, 
SR, LC 

 

16-port 
10/100/1000, 
4-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet

**
 

(SFP+) 
(requires IPS 
SSP-10) 

 

16-port 
10/100/1000, 
4- port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet

**
 

(SFP+) 
(requires IPS 
SSP-20) 

 

12-port 
10/100/1000,8-
port 10 Gigabit 
Ethernet 
(SFP+) 
(requires IPS 
SSP-40) 

 

12-port 
10/100/1000, 
8-port 10 
Gigabit 
Ethernet 
(SFP+) 
(requires IPS 
SSP-60) 

 

*VPN throughput and sessions count depend on the ASA device configuration and VPN traffic patterns. These elements should be taken in to 
consideration as part of your capacity planning. 

Conclusions 

Connectivity Gateway:  
 

All of the above security appliances satisfy the requirement to become a CS gateway, 
both for normal Control Systems and PM89x systems. 
 

Controller Gateway:   
 

Since the appliances clearly overqualified the requirements to become a Controller 
Gateway they will not be used as such.  
 

To view the appliances full specifications follow the link in the reference section. 
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Cisco ASA 5500 Series Adaptive Security Appliances 2 

Feature Cisco ASA 5505 Cisco ASA 5510 Cisco ASA 
5520 

Cisco ASA 
5540 

Cisco ASA 5550 

3DES/AES VPN 
Throughput 

Up to 100 Mbps** Up to 170 
Mbps** 

Up to 225 
Mbps** 

Up to 325 
Mbps** 

Up to 425 Mbps** 

IPsec VPN 
Peers 

10(25*) 250 750 5000 5000 

Encryption DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

DES/3DES/ 

AES 

Authentication Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
MD5,SHA 

Number of 
ports 

8-port Fast 
Ethernet switch 
with dynamic port 
grouping (including 
2 PoE ports) 

 

5 Fast Ethernet 
ports; 2 Gigabit 
Ethernet + 3 Fast 
Ethernet 

 

4 Gigabit 
Ethernet ports 
and 1 Fast 
Ethernet port 

 

4 Gigabit 
Ethernet ports 
and 1 Fast 
Ethernet port 

 

8 Gigabit Ethernet 
ports, 4 SFP fiber 
ports, and 1 Fast 
Ethernet port 

 

*Separately licensed feature; includes two SSL licenses with base system 
**VPN throughput and sessions count depend on the ASA device configuration and VPN traffic patterns. These elements should be taken in to 
consideration as part of your capacity planning. 

Conclusions 

Connectivity Gateway:   
 

The Cisco ASA 5510, 5520, 5540 and 5550 meet the requirements to become a CS 
gateway. 
 

Controller Gateway:  
  

The ASA 5505 will be placed in the Standard pool duo to the low amount of active tunnels 
without the license feature. 
 

To view the appliances full specifications follow the link in the reference section. 
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Phoenix Contact - FL mGuard 

Feature FL mGuard GT/GT VPN FL mGuard RS2000 
TX/TX VPN 

FL mGuard RS4000 
TX/TX VPN 

mGuard 
Centerport 

VPN 
Throughput 

101Mbps(Router mode) 

63Mbps(Stealth mode)* 

40Mbps(Router mode) 

26Mbps(Stealth 
mode)* 

40Mbps(Router mode) 

26Mbps(Stealth mode)* 

300Mbps(Router 
mode) 

180 *** 
Mbps(Stealth 
mode)* 

IPsec VPN 
Peers 

250** 2 10(250 with additional 
license) 

3000 

Encryption DES,3DES,AES DES,3DES,AES DES,3DES,AES DES,3DES,AES 

Authentication Pre-shared key, X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Number of 
ports 

2 Ethernet/SFP Combo 
box ports 

2 Fiber Optic SFP ports 

1 Serial(V.24) port 

2 Ethernet ports 

 

2 Ethernet ports 

 

1 LAN port | 1 
WAN port 

RJ 45 | Full / Half 
Duplex | Auto-
MDIX 

Port speeds Ethernet: 10/100/1000 
Mbit/s (SFP 
module: 1000 Mbps) 

 
Fiber optic interface: 
1000Mbit/s(full duplex) 

Ethernet: 
10/100Mbits/s 

Ethernet: 10/100Mbits/s Ethernet IEEE 
802.3 10 / 100 / 
1000 Base TX | 

 

*The router does not have an IP-address and must therefore inspect each packet in more detail. (Christopher Meller at 
Innominate) 
** Also supports 250 tunnel groups where each group supports 250 active connections each. 
*** Information regarding this value is missing from the webpage and through an email the information was given that the 
manufacturer had not performed any measurements on the Centerport regarding stealth mode VPN throughput. To get a value 
that should be close the author used the same router mode / stealth mode ratio as for the other mGuards and applied it to the 
Centerport. 

Conclusions 

Connectivity Gateway:  
 

The mGuard Centerport provides enough performance to become a CS gateway, the 
mGuard GT/GT may be used as a CS gateway in smaller networks 
 

Controller Gateway:   
 

The mGuard GT/GT VPN and RS4000 TX/TX VPN provide enough performance to 
become Controller Gateways. The RS4000 TX/TX VPN will be placed in the Standard 
pool whereas the mGuard GT/GT VPN will be placed in the Advanced pool. The mGuard 
RS2000 TX/TX VPN can be used if the system in question only consists of two nodes. 
Since this seldom happens the RS2000 will not be placed in any Controller Gateway pool. 
 

To view the appliances full specifications follow the link in the reference section.  
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HP 

Feature HP F1000-E VPN 
Firewall Appliance 

HP F1000-El VPN 
Firewall Appliance 

HP F1000-S-El VPN 
Firewall Appliance 

VPN 
Throughput 

2Gbps(3DES/AES) 1Gbps(3DES/AES) 2Gbps(3DES/AES) 

IPsec VPN 
Peers 

5000 4000 5000 

Encryption DES,3DES,AES DES,3DES,AES DES,3DES,AES 

Authentication Pre-shared key, 
X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Pre-shared key, 
X.509v3 
cert,MD5,SHA 

Number of 
ports 

1 RJ-45 Serial port 

4 dual-personality 
ports 

 

12 dual-personality 
ports 

12 dual-personality 
ports 

Port speeds auto-sensing 
10/100/1000BASE-T 
or SFP 

 

auto-sensing 
10/100/1000BASE-T 
or SFP 

 

auto-sensing 
10/100/1000BASE-T 
or SFP 

 

 

Conclusions 

Connectivity Gateway:  
 

All of the above security appliances fulfill the requirements to become a CS gateway, both 
for normal Control Systems and PM89x systems. 
 

Controller Gateway:   
 

Since the appliances clearly overqualified the requirements to become a Controller 
Gateway they will not be used as such. 
 

To view the appliances full specifications follow the link in the reference section. 
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Westermo 

Westermo products do not comply with the criteria. Even though their operating system WeOS 
supports up to 25 active tunnels, the maximum VPN throughput does not meet the requirements. 
According to Bo Jansson, product manager at Westermo, they do not have any dedicated crypto 
hardware in their current processor, which would explain why they can‟t meet the throughput 
requirements.  
 
A new version of their Redfox product will receive a new processor which does have crypto 
hardware and should therefore be able to provide a lot better VPN throughput. This new Redfox 
may become available for testing in January – February 2013, although that version will be a 
specially designed version for train companies. An Industrial Standard version will not be 
available until after the summer of 2013.  

Tofino 

The author has received an email stating: “Tofino products, both under our brand and our OEM 
partners, do not support VPN functionality within mesh networks. “(Brian T. Kline – Account 
Manager at Tofino) 

Harting 

The author has received an email stating: “HARTING offers a wide range of Ethernet 
components (Switches & Media Converters) and cabling products for industrial Ethernet. But our 
switches have not VPN capability. “(Christian Büter at Harting) 

Hirschmann 

The author has been given the information that a representative from Hirschmann will make 
contact regarding available VPN solutions within Hirschmann. Below, a link to the Eagle 20 
product series is presented. Information regarding VPN throughput is missing from the webpage 
and the author hopes to receive this information when talking to the representative. 

 http://www.industrysearch.com.au/Industrial-Firewall-with-VPN-Hirschmann-EAGLE-20/p/35365 

Ruggedcom 

An email has been sent regarding the VPN throughput of the below product. At this time no 
answer has been received. 

http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1000/ 
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1100/ 
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1000p/ 
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1100p/ 
 

Weidmüller 

An email has been sent regarding the VPN throughput of the below product. At this time no 
answer has been received. 

http://catalog.weidmueller.com/procat/Product.jsp;jsessionid=72A422A3876F97B2F49C6055FF0
1D341?productId=(%5b1345270000%5d)&page=Product 

Moxa 

 
The VPN throughput, as well as the amount of active tunnels complies with the requirements. 
However, when configuring the Moxa to work in stealth/transparent mode, it is no longer possible 
to use VPNs. The author has been given the information that Moxa may develop that functionality 
if they are ensured that Moxa products will be recommended when buying an 800xA system.  

http://www.industrysearch.com.au/Industrial-Firewall-with-VPN-Hirschmann-EAGLE-20/p/35365
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1000/
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1100/
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1000p/
http://www.ruggedcom.com/products/ruggedrouter/rx1100p/
http://catalog.weidmueller.com/procat/Product.jsp;jsessionid=72A422A3876F97B2F49C6055FF01D341?productId=(%5b1345270000%5d)&page=Product
http://catalog.weidmueller.com/procat/Product.jsp;jsessionid=72A422A3876F97B2F49C6055FF01D341?productId=(%5b1345270000%5d)&page=Product
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Devices to be checked 

 http://www.ads-tec.de/en/industrial-it/firewalls-and-router/irf2000-series/irf2000.html 

o According to Kent Hallberg from Metric Industrial, the above appliance can operate in 

transparent mode and still have VPN functionality. It should have a throughput of circa 

50Mbit/s when in VPN stealth/transparent mode. 

 http://www.globalscaletechnologies.com/t-dreamplugdetails.aspx 

o This device was used by FOI to develop a prototype for their solution. The same device 

could possibly be used by ABB to develop an ABB produced gateway. 

 
 

  

http://www.ads-tec.de/en/industrial-it/firewalls-and-router/irf2000-series/irf2000.html
http://www.globalscaletechnologies.com/t-dreamplugdetails.aspx
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RESULTS 

 Cisco 

Pros: 
 

 Cisco is a well-known manufacturer of network appliances 

 A lot of configuration help can be found on the internet 

 Multicast can go encrypted with the help of the Cisco proprietary GRE protocol  

 Many interfaces/ports. This will result in that one device will be able to provide a 
path for many controllers. 

 Modules can be inserted to provide more interfaces/ports 
 

Cons: 
 

 Not an industrial router. Therefore they only suit in non-rough environments, for 
example as a CS Gateway. 

 Bad interoperability to products of different vendors, often a lot of functionally is 
lost if a network does not consist entirely of Cisco appliances 

 Expensive 

 Hard to reach if direct support is needed 

 Phoenix Contact – FL mGuard  

Pros: 
 

 Industrial router 

 Well-known in Industrial Networking 

 Good direct support 

 Industrial Defender integration 

 Same firmware on all the appliances, results in faster configuration of different 
appliances since one only needs to learn the configurations once. 

 
Cons: 

 

 Hard to find configuration help on the internet 

 Multicast traffic will go unencrypted since the appliances do not support multicast 
traffic traveling over the tunnel 

 Only one LAN port. This will result in the need to buy many more appliances since 
each controller has two interfaces, one primary and one secondary. 

 HP 

Pros: 
 

 HP is a well-known manufacturer of network appliances 

 A lot of configuration help can be found on the internet 

 Modules can be inserted to provide more interfaces/ports 

 Many interfaces/ports. This will result in that one appliance will be able to provide 
a path for many controllers. 

 
Cons: 

 

 Not an industrial router. Therefore they only suit in non-rough environments, for 
example as a CS Gateway. 

 Expensive 

 Hard to reach if direct support is needed 
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Below the different appliances have been placed into different Gateway groups: 

 Connectivity Server Gateways 

HP: 
 

 HP F1000-E VPN Firewall Appliance 

 HP F1000-El VPN Firewall Appliance 

 HP F1000-S-El VPN Firewall Appliance 

Cisco: 
 

 Cisco ASA 5580-20 

 Cisco ASA 5580-40 

 Cisco ASA 5585-X with SSP-10 

 Cisco ASA 5585-X with SSP-20 

 Cisco ASA 5585-X with SSP-40 

 Cisco ASA 5585-X with SSP-60 

 Cisco ASA 5540 

 Cisco ASA 5550 

 Advanced Controller Gateways 

Cisco: 
  

 SA 520 

 SA 520W 

 SA 540 

 Cisco ASA 5510 

 Cisco ASA 5520 

Phoenix Contact: 
 

 mGuard Centerport 

 FL mGuard GT/GT VPN 

 Standard Controller Gateways 

Phoenix Contact: 
 

 FL mGuard RS4000 TX/TX VPN 

Cisco: 
 

 Cisco ASA 5505 
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REVISION 
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C  Added additional new information to different appliances 2012-10-20 

D  Removed Moxa from the list of available appliances since VPN 
cannot be used in stealth/transparent mode. 

2012-11-01 
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Test cases for maximum VPN throughput 

This document describes the different test cases used for measuring maximum traffic throughput while 
using IPSec VPN. 
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PREFACE 

This document is supposed to be used as a guide when performing the various VPN throughput 
tests on different devices. This is not a vendor specific guide in any way. For more information 
regarding the choice of test cases please follow the link to the document VPN Mesh in Industrial 
Networking in the reference section. The program used for determining the throughput will be 
iPerf. Wireshark will be used to determine some of the values that need to be calculated for the 
TCP test cases. (Ref. #[31],#[32].#[33]) 

There will be four different test cases, where each will be performed on the topology presented 
below; each link can perform at 100Mbit/s. 

 

Figure 1 - Throughput Test case 1 

This topology will measure the maximum throughput of a specific model and place both devices 
under an equal load. The reason why the devices are only tested with the above topology is that 
using the results received from a test performed with this topology, the throughput requirement of 
a device interconnected to X devices can easily be calculated.  

It has been verified that the amount of throughput supplied by one device can be equally 
distributed between X devices. More information about how this has been verified can be seen in 
the document “Project report VPN Mesh”, a link to this document can be found under reference 
number 1. 

To explain the above more the following example will be used; let‟s say that after a test 
performed with the above topology, the result turns out to be 10Mbit/s for device A and 100MBit/s 
for device B. Using simple math it can easily be calculated that ten device A can be connected to 
one device B and device B will still be able to provide 10Mbit/s for every device A. 
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Link Title 

[31] Project report VPN Mesh Project report VPN Mesh 

[32] http://linhost.info/2010/02/iperf-on-
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iPerf 

[33] http://www.wireshark.org/docs/ Wireshark 

[34] http://www.iphelp.ru/doc/3/Cisco.Press.Co
mparing.Designing.and.Deploying.VPNs.A
pr.2006/1587051796/ch07lev1sec4.html 

IPSec Overhead 

[35] http://sd.wareonearth.com/~phil/net/overh
ead/ 

TCP Overhead 

[36] http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6349 TCP - RFC6349 

[37] http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TCP_window_
scale_option 

TCP Window scaling 
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file:///F:/Dropbox/Examensarbete/Arbete%20påbörjat/Version%2017%20-%20Final%20Version/Andreas%20Berndtsson%20VPN%20mesh%20MDH%20Version%204/Project%20Report%20VPN%20Mesh.pdf
http://linhost.info/2010/02/iperf-on-windows/
http://linhost.info/2010/02/iperf-on-windows/
http://www.wireshark.org/docs/
http://www.iphelp.ru/doc/3/Cisco.Press.Comparing.Designing.and.Deploying.VPNs.Apr.2006/1587051796/ch07lev1sec4.html
http://www.iphelp.ru/doc/3/Cisco.Press.Comparing.Designing.and.Deploying.VPNs.Apr.2006/1587051796/ch07lev1sec4.html
http://www.iphelp.ru/doc/3/Cisco.Press.Comparing.Designing.and.Deploying.VPNs.Apr.2006/1587051796/ch07lev1sec4.html
http://sd.wareonearth.com/~phil/net/overhead/
http://sd.wareonearth.com/~phil/net/overhead/
http://tools.ietf.org/html/rfc6349
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TCP_window_scale_option
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/TCP_window_scale_option
http://www6.ietf.org/rfc/rfc2544
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PREPARING FOR THE TESTS 

The various tests will be performed by sending a 100Megabyte file in both directions; this can 
easily be done in iPerf by setting the option “dual”. The throughput values should be presented in 
Mbits/s. The key exchange algorithm will be AES-256 and when IPSec data encryption is 
enabled it too will use the AES-256 algorithm. Other algorithms can of course be used as well, as 
well as AES with a lower encryption bit. The reason for why AES-256 is chosen is to get a 
common encryption algorithm when testing devices from different vendors. If devices from vendor 
1 would to be tested with AES-256 and devices from vendor 2 would be tested with AES-128, the 
difference in throughput would not depend on the hardware. Instead it would depend on that a 
less complex algorithm was used when testing the devices from vendor 2.  

TCP Testing 

During the TCP throughput test, different values have to be calculated. 

 Path MTU 

 Baseline Round Trip Time (ms) (Without IPSec) 

 Theoretical maximum TCP throughput value 

 Ideal TCP transfer time 

 TCP transfer ratio 

 TCP Efficiency 

 Buffer delay 

 Theoretical Max Window size 

 Bandwidth utilization 
 

Path MTU can be calculated using a modified ping packet. For example, the command presented 
below will try to send a frame with the size 1400 across the network. If the packets are accepted 
the result with be presented in the same way as if a normal ping packet went through, if the 
packet is to big the pings will be “lost” and the message “Destination host unreachable” will be 
presented. The reason why the PATH MTU is lower than 1500, which is the standard MTU for 
Ethernet interfaces, can be seen in reference #[34] and #[35].  

Ping –f –l 1400 192.168.1.1 

Baseline Round Trip Time can be gathered using information from the successful pings received 
after issuing the command above.  

Baseline Round Trip time = The ms portion of a successful ping packet 

Using information found in RFC6349 different formulas can be used to determine the remaining 
values. (Ref. #[36]) 

Theoretical maximum TCP throughput for a 100Mbit/s Ethernet connection will be:  

Theoretical maximum TCP throughput = Path MTU x 8 x 8127 

Where 8127 is the maximum amount of frames sent per second on an Ethernet connection, times 
8 is to get it in bits instead of bytes.  

The ideal TCP transfer time can be calculated by dividing the amount of data to be sent by the 
theoretical maximum TCP throughput value. For example, if a 100MB file has to be sent, it first 
has to be multiplied by 8 to get it in bits and then divided by the theoretical maximum TCP 
throughput value: 

Ideal TCP transfer time = 800MBit/theoretical maximum TCP throughput value 
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TCP transfer ratio can be calculated by dividing the actual time it took for the 100MB file to be 
transfer by the ideal transfer time. In iPerf the time it took to transfer the file will be presented 
when the transfer has been completed. 

TCP Transfer Ratio = Actual Transfer Time / Ideal Transfer Time 

TCP Efficiency is the percentage of Bytes that were not retransmitted. Although instead of using 
Bytes as the RFC6349 states, the percentage of Packets that were not retransmitted will be 
calculated. Changing it to packets makes it easier to calculate with Wireshark. To get the amount 
of retransmitted packets the filter “tcp.analysis.retransmission” can be entered while listening 
on the interface connecting to the device. Wireshark will display both the transmitted packets and 
retransmitted packets and using that information the following formula can be used:  

TCP Efficiency = ((Transmitted Packets – Retransmitted Packets) / Transmitted 
Packets) x100 

Buffer delay represents the increase in Round Trip Time versus the Baseline Round Trip Time 
when no IPSec was used. To calculate the Buffer delay the average Round Trip Time has to be 
calculated. This can be done in Wireshark by using the I/O graph. Inside this graph the unit 
option has to be set to advanced and the calculated value has to be set to AVG (Average) 
following “tcp.analysis.ack_rtt”. This will display a graph consisting of the average round trip 
time.  Using this value the buffer delay can be calculated: 

Buffer delay = ((Average Round Trip Time during transfer – Baseline Round Trip 
Time) / Baseline Round Trip Time) x100  

The different Window sizes that will be used are 4KB, 8KB, 16KB, 32KB and the maximum size 
of 65,535Bytes. Although there is an option called TCP Window scaling, which can allow even 
larger Window sizes. This can be useful if the connection has a good throughput but a high round 
trip time. Determining the theoretical best Window size for a connection, which then can be used 
to determine the bandwidth utilization of a link, can be done by using the formula:  

Theoretical Max Window Size = (Theoretical Max TCP throughput value x Baseline 
Round Trip Time)/8000 

The bandwidth utilization percentage, which shows how well the current Window size can utilize 
the available bandwidth, can be calculated using the following formula: 

Bandwidth utilization = Window Size / Theoretical Max Window Size 

Inserting the maximum Window size, without scaling, of 65,535 Bytes the utilization can be 
counted to 173%. This is of course is only true within the current setup and using this value it can 
be concluded that the Window size of 65,535 bytes is unnecessary large. It will not be able to 
utilize the network at 173% and will instead get stuck at a 100%. This shows that during these 
tests the need to use Window scaling disappears, but just to demonstrate that the throughput 
does not get any better when increasing the Window size above the theoretical max Window 
size, the Window sizes 75K and 100K will be tested as well. Again, this is only true during the 
same circumstances as these tests.(Ref.#[37]) 

Since the TCP test will be performed without changing the frame sizes, the frame size should be 
set to the Path MTU, ensuring that the different throughput values come from changing the 
Window sizes and not because of fragmentation. This can be done with the following command 
entered into an elevated command prompt (Run as Administrator) 

The command below is used to get the name of the interface which is the one to be sending all 
the data: 

netsh interfaces ipv4 show subinterfaces 

The command below will set the MTU to the “xxxx” value: 

netsh interfaces ipv4 set subinterface “Local Area Connection” MTU = xxxx 
store=persistent 
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UDP Testing 

Using the information in RFC2544 it can be found that the frame sizes to be used on Ethernet 
should be 64, 128, 256, 512, 1024, 1280 and 1518. Furthermore, the Path MTU can be used as a 
frame size to get the best possible throughput value. Lastly make sure the MTU on the interface 
is set to 1500, it‟s likely to have a different value considering the TCP testing specifies that it 
should be set to the Path MTU. (Ref. #[38]) 
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TEST CASES 

 Equipment   

Computer 1 

  

Operating System  

Interface speeds  

CPU  

RAM  

 

Computer 2 

  

Operating System  

Interface speeds  

CPU  

RAM  

 

Switch 

  

Brand  

Model  

Firmware  

Interface speeds  

 

Device to be tested/Gateways 

  

Brand  

Model  

Firmware  

Interface speeds  
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Test case 1 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

PATH MTU  

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

 

Theoretical MAX  

Ideal transfer time  

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes     

8,000 bytes     

16,000 bytes     

32,000 bytes     

65,535 bytes(MAX)     

75,000 bytes     

100,000 bytes     

Theoretical best     

Average     

 

Test case 2 

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes   

128 Bytes   

256 Bytes   

512 Bytes   

1024 Bytes   

1280 Bytes   

1518 Bytes   

PATH MTU(best)   

Average   
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Test case 3 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

PATH MTU  

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

 

Theoretical MAX  

Ideal transfer time  

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes     

8,000 bytes     

16,000 bytes     

32,000 bytes     

65,535 bytes(MAX)     

75,000 bytes     

100,000 bytes     

Theoretical best     

Average     

 

Test case 4  

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes   

128 Bytes   

256 Bytes   

512 Bytes   

1024 Bytes   

1280 Bytes   

1518 Bytes   

PATH MTU(best)   

Average   
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Test Report mGuard rs4000 

This document shows the test results of the mGuard rs4000 
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Equipment   

Computer 1 

  

Operating System Windows 7 

Interface speeds 10/100 

CPU Intel duo 2.33Ghz 

RAM 2.0 GB 

 

Computer 2 

  

Operating System Windows 7 

Interface speeds 10/100/1000 

CPU Intel Core i7 2.2Ghz 

RAM 3.0 GB 

 

Switch 

  

Brand HP 

Model A5500 

Firmware 5.20, release 
2208P01 

Interface speeds 10/100/1000 

 

Device to be tested/Gateways 

  

Brand Phoenix Contact 

Model mGuard rs4000 

Firmware 7.5 

Interface speeds 10/100 
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Test case 1 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

PATH MTU 1410 bytes 

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

3ms 

Theoretical MAX 91.5Mbit/s 

Ideal transfer time 8.7 

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

Ca 34KB 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes 5.93 15.5 100% 1.3 

8,000 bytes 11.3 8.16 98.7% 1.6 

16,000 bytes 12.0 7.67 98.5% 1.6 

32,000 bytes 12.5 7.33 98.7% 1.6 

65,535 bytes(MAX) 12.6 7.29 98.7% 1.6 

75,000 bytes 12.4 7.44 98.7% 1.6 

100,000 bytes 12.3 7.48 98.7% 1.6 

Theoretical best 12.4 7.45 98.7% 1.6 

Average 11.42 8.16 98.8 1.56 

 

Test case 2 

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes 0.99 1953 

128 Bytes 1.92 1953 

256 Bytes 3.78 1845 

512 Bytes 7.29 1779 

1024 Bytes 14.1 1708 

1280 Bytes 18.5 1845 

1518 Bytes 14.4 1185 

PATH MTU(best) 20.1 1781 

Average 10.1 1756 
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Test case 3 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

PATH MTU 1430 bytes 

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

3ms 

Theoretical MAX 93Mbit/s 

Ideal transfer time 8.6 

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

Ca 35KB 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes 6.28 14.82 100% 1.3 

8,000 bytes 13.8 6.72 100% 1.6 

16,000 bytes 14.5 6.42 100% 1.6 

32,000 bytes 14.8 6.29 100% 5 

65,535 bytes(MAX) 15.1 6.20 100% 10.6 

75,000 bytes 15.0 6.20 100% 10.6 

100,000 bytes 15.1 6.19 100% 17.3 

Theoretical best 15.0 6.20 100% 5 

Average 13.69 7.25 100% 6.62 

 

Test case 4  

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes 0.87 1699 

128 Bytes 1.76 1718 

256 Bytes 3.31 1616 

512 Bytes 6.46 1577 

1024 Bytes 11.7 1428 

1280 Bytes 15.7 1533 

1518 Bytes 13.2 1086 

PATH MTU(best) 17.2 1503 

Average 8.77 1520 
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Test Report mGuard GT/GT 

This document shows the test results of the mGuard GT/GT 
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Equipment   

Computer 1 

  

Operating System Windows 7 

Interface speeds 10/100 

CPU Intel duo 2.33Ghz 

RAM 2.0GB 

 

Computer 2 

  

Operating System Windows 7 

Interface speeds 10/100/1000 

CPU Intel Core i7 
2.33Ghz 

RAM 3.0GB 

 

Switch 

  

Brand HP 

Model A5500 

Firmware 5.20, release 
2208P01 

Interface speeds 10/100/1000 

 

Device to be tested/Gateways 

  

Brand Phoenix Contact 

Model mGuard GT/GT 

Firmware 7.5 

Interface speeds 10/100/1000 
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Test case 1 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

PATH MTU 1410 

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

1ms 

Theoretical MAX 91.5Mbit/s 

Ideal transfer time 8.7 

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

Ca 11KB 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes 13.9 6.67 100% 4 

8,000 bytes 27.8 3.31 99.9% 4 

16,000 bytes 27.0 3.40 99.9% 5 

32,000 bytes 27.1 3.40 99.5% 8 

65,535 bytes(MAX) 27.4 3.35 99.1% 7 

75,000 bytes 27.3 3.36 99.1% 7 

100,000 bytes 27.2 3.37 99.0% 7 

Theoretical best 27.8 3.31 99.8% 4 

Average 25.6 3.77 99.5% 5.75 

 

Test case 2 

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned on 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes 2.2 4296 

128 Bytes 4.38 4277 

256 Bytes 8.62 4208 

512 Bytes 16.7 4077 

1024 Bytes 32.1 3918 

1280 Bytes 40.1 3916 

1518 Bytes 25.7 2116 

PATH MTU(best) 43.1 3820 

Average 21.6 3828 
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Test case 3 

Using TCP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

PATH MTU 1430 

Baseline Round 
Trip Time 

1ms 

Theoretical MAX 93Mbit/s 

Ideal transfer time 8.6 

Theoretical max 
Window Size 

Ca 11KB 

 

Window Size Throughput Transfer ratio Efficiency Buffer delay 

     

4000 Bytes 13.8 6.75 100% 3 

8,000 bytes 24.1 3.89 100% 4 

16,000 bytes 24.3 3.82 100% 4 

32,000 bytes 24.5 3.80 100% 10 

65,535 bytes(MAX) 25.0 3.70 100% 22 

75,000 bytes 24.9 3.73 100% 34 

100,000 bytes 25.0 3.73 100% 35 

Theoretical best 24.2 3.83 100% 4 

Average 23.2 4.15 100% 14.5 

 

Test case 4  

Using UDP with IPSec data encryption turned off 

Frame size Throughput Frames per Second 

64 Bytes 1.81 3535 

128 Bytes 3.62 3535 

256 Bytes 6.81 3325 

512 Bytes 12.6 3076 

1024 Bytes 22.3 2722 

1280 Bytes 29.3 2861 

1518 Bytes 19.9 1638 

PATH MTU(best) 31.4 2783 

Average 15.9 2959 
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Background 

In many industrial control systems the network communication is not protected against 
Spoofing or Tampering. It is for example possible to do a man-in-the-middle attack to fake 
the communicated data. 

By using VPN tunnels between the nodes in the system the communication may be 
protected without needing to change the functionality in the system nodes. 

This thesis shall investigate if it is possible to build a meshed VPN network between 
control system nodes using comersially available Industrial Firewalls achieving the desired 
functionality, performance and usability. 

Industrial Field Networks 

Many industrial field networks are based on standard Ethernet with TCP/IP. 

On the network there are field devices and there may be servers providing access to the 
field device data via e.g. OPC (OLE for Process Control). 
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Examples of protocols on such networks are Modbus TCP, EtherNet/IP, PROFINET IO, 
IEC 61850 and MMS. 

Protecting a Field Network 

Most of the existing field networks do not support any cryptographic protection 

The idea behind this thesis is to use firewalls with VPN gateway functionality to protect 
communication that in itself is not protected.  

 

Each VPN gateway would have one VPN tunnel towards each of the other VPN gateways. 

Each VPN gateway should be located close to its field device, preferably in the same 
locked cabinet. 

For a cabinet with multiple field devices one VPN gateway may serve all field devices. 
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The problem to investigate 

There are commersially available VPN gateways. Most of them support simultaneous 
VPN tunnels towards  multiple other VPN gateways. Some explicitly state that they 
support a full mesh of VPN tunnels. 

Some things that shall be investigated: 

 Performance: 
Will the performance be enough when building network with many VPN gateways? 

 Usability: 
Is it reasonably simple to configure a full mesh network with many VPN gateways? 

 Funtionality: 
Is it possible to deploy a VPN mesh on an existing network transparently, i.e. so 
that the field devices do not need to be reconfigured? 

The used protocols should be described to some extent. This should cover at least IPSec 
and TLS. 

Previous work 

ABB have done some tests with some products that did not meet the expectations. 

FOI in Linköping has made an investigation of some possibile solutions with own 
implementations.  

This thesis should make use and draw conclusions based on the previous work. 

Market survey 

The thesis should preferably contain some sort of market survey, i.e. which solutions exist 
today and what do they claim that they support? 

At least the following vendors should be investigated: 

 Byres Security (owned by Belden) 
The Tofino firewall has previously been tested 
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 Innominate (owned by Phoenix Contact) 
They claim they have support for all we need 

 Hirschmann (owned by Belden) 
Not known what they currently have in this area 

 Westermo  
Not known what they currently have in this area 

Others may also be investigated. 

Implementation scope 

The work may be done in a number of steps. The scope of the work may be defined as a 
certain number of these steps. Examples of steps that may be defined: 

1. Summarize the previous work 

2. Investigate what options that exist.  

3. Configure one VPN tunnel using 2 VPN gateways; one VPN gateways and one 
computer on each side. 
Check that the functional requirements are fulfilled. 
Measure the available performance with generic TCP/IP traffic 

4. Configure 2 VPN tunnels using 3 VPN gateways; one VPN gateway connected to 
2 other VPN gateways with one computer connected to each VPN gateway. 
Measure the available performance with generic TCP/IP traffic. 
Compare the results with step 1 to see if it seems to be possible to extrapolate the 
performance figures from one tunnel to multiple tunnels in any reasonable way. 

5. Configure 3 VPN tunnels using 4 VPN gateways; one VPN gateway connected to 
3 other VPN gateways with one computer connected to each VPN gateway. 
Measure the available performance with generic TCP/IP traffic. 
Compare the results with step 1 and 2 to see if it seems to be possible to 
extrapolate the performance figures from a few tunnels to multiple tunnels in any 
reasonable way. 
Describe the usability when configuring the VPN mesh. 

6. Use the VPN mesh for MMS traffic and verify that this works as expected. 

7. Use the VPN mesh on one of the paths on a redundancy network to verify that 
VPN is transparent for the nodes. 

8. As 6 or 7 but also add generic TCP/IP traffic to verify that the MMS traffic works 
as expected under high network load; as long as there is a throughput margin the 
MMS traffic should work as normal. 

Documentation 

The work should be described in a report according to the requirements from the 
University. It should preferably also make use of ABBs documentation standards. 

The tests should preferably be documented using ABBs templates for test descriptions 
and test records. These may be appended to the report as an appendix.
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1. Inledning 
 
Totalförsvarets Forskningsinstitut (FOI) i Linköping har efter förfrågan från ABB utfört en förstudie 
gällande införande av kryptering eller autentisering av IP-trafiken i ABB:s styrsystem. 

 
FOI har dels tittat på vilken typ av hårdvara som fungerar bäst för sådana tillämpningar, dels vilken 
mjukvara som kan utföra autentiseringen eller krypteringen. 
 

2. Hårdvara 
 
Efter att ha undersökt utbudet på marknaden köptes två typer av hårdvara in. Två enheter av varje typ 
införskaffades. Alla enheter konfigurerades att köra Debian Linux version 6. 
 

2.1.      VIA EPIA 830 
 
EPIA 830 är ett moderkort från VIA som innehåller en integrerad VIA Nano U3300 x86_64-baserad 
processor på 1,2 GHz. Processorn innehåller utökningar för hårdvaruacceleration av autentisering 
(SHA), kryptering (AES) och entropi (HW-RNG). 

 
Kortet är av formatet PicoITX (10x7,2 cm) och bestyckades med 4GB DDR3 SDRAM. Då kortet endast 
har ett nätverksuttag köpte vi till ett MiniPCI-express-nätverkskort, vilket vi dock aldrig fick att fungera 
helt utan använde ett USB2-baserat kort i mätningarna istället. 

 

Den här lösningen uppvisade flera nackdelar. Dels storleken när det extra MiniPCI-expresskortet var 
anslutet, dels effektförbrukningen som låg på ca 25W och slutligen rörliga delar i form av en fläkt på 
processorkylaren. Det är heller inte idealiskt att använda ett USB2-baserat nätverkskort. Prestandan 
blir sämre, viss robusthet förloras och enheten tar plats. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 1 VIA EPIA830 
 

 

 
 
 
  



  

 

2.2.      DreamPlug 
 
DreamPlug är en s.k. plug computer. Namnet plug computer uppstod då de första modellerna hade storlek 
och utseende som en vanlig järnkärnetransformator som ansluts direkt till eluttaget i väggen. Den 
tillverkas av GlobalScale Technologies och innehåller kretsar från Marvell Technology Group. 
 
 
DreamPlug innehåller bl.a. en Marvell Kirkwood ARM-baserad CPU på 1,2 GHz med inbyggd 
accelerator (MV-CESA) för autentisering (SHA) och kryptering (AES), 512 MB RAM, 4 GB 
flashminne, 2xGb LAN samt kretsar för Bluetooth och WLAN. 

 
DreamPlug innehåller inga rörliga delar, har en effektförbrukning på ca 5W och håller sig mycket sval. 
Dess storlek är dessutom endast 12x9x3 cm. 

 
DreamPlug är kompatibel med flera stora Linux-distributioner, bland andra Debian och Gentoo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig 2 DreamPlug 
 

2.3.      Slutsats 
 
Vi valde att fokusera på DreamPlug i våra tester, då vi tror att den typen av hårdvara är bäst lämpad i 
styrsystemsmiljöer. De vinnande faktorerna är strömförbrukning, fysisk storlek, värmeutveckling samt 
avsaknaden av rörliga delar. 
 

  



  

 

3. Val av krypterings-/autentiseringsteknik 
 
De vanligaste teknikerna för krypterade tunnelförbindelser är IPsec och OpenVPN. Vi valde att först 
och främst titta på OpenVPN då det är en klient-server-lösning som är trivial att implementera medan 
IPsec har ett rykte om sig att kräva mycket manuell handpåläggning och vara alltför komplext. 

 
En enkel testmiljö sattes upp enligt Figur 3. Miljön tillät prestandatester VIA Server → VIA Client, VIA 
Server → DreamPlug Client, DreamPlug Server→ VIA Client samt DreamPlug Server → DreamPlug 
Client. 

 
I varje test agerade en enhet OpenVPN-server medan den andra enheten agerade OpenVPN-klient 
samt gateway mot en arbetsstation i ett nät bakom. 

 
Med TCP-bandbreddstestverktyget ttcp skickades en 256MB stor fil med slumpdata från OpenVPN-
servern, över gateway och till arbetsstationen. 

 
För varje sändning av filen sattes olika parametrar för kryptering och autentisering i OpenVPN. 

 

Testresultaten återfinns i Tabell 1 och visas i mbps (megabit per sekund). 

 

 
  



  

 

  VIA Server D.P. Server 
 

  VIA D.P. VIA D.P. 
 

Cipher Auth Client Client Client Client 
 

none none 93,2 65,1 65,6 50,7 
 

AES-128-CBC       none 81,7 31,7 27,1 26,4 
 

AES-256-CBC       none 80,9 31,9 26,7 26,3 
 

none SHA1 74,1 47,4 46,4 38,6 
 

AES-128-CBC       SHA1 66,7 26,8 22,8 22,8 
 

AES-256-CBC       SHA1 66,5 26,7 23,1 22,7 
 

none SHA256 65,1 35,9 35,6 29,8 
 

AES-128-CBC       SHA256 58,4 --- 19,6 19,6 
 

AES-256-CBC       SHA256 57,9 --- 19,4 19,1 
 

No tunnel (reference) 465,8 447,3  355,8 
 

No tunnel scp 113,6   49,6 
  

Tabell 1 Testresultat med ttcp och OpenVPN (enhet mbps) 

 

Resultatet av dessa tester uppfyllde inte helt förväntningar och krav, vilket gjorde att vi beslutade oss för 
att även göra tester med IPsec. IPsec är inbyggt i Linux-kärnan och kan därför avlasta processorn mer än 
OpenVPN som arbetar i ”user space”. Ett första snabbtest med IPsec som point-to-point-tunnel mellan 
två DreamPlugs visade prestandaförbättringar, varvid vi satte upp en större testmiljö. I IPsec-testet 
användes inte certifikat utan PSK, pre-shared key. 
 

 
Cipher Key Auth. Throughput 
Ej Ipsec (tcp)   437,42 
Ej Ipsec (udp)   682,89 
aes-cbc (tcp) 256 bit hmac-sha1 46,16 
aes-cbc (tcp) 128 bit hmac-sha1 49,39 
none (tcp)  hmac-sha1 84,06 
none (udp)  hmac-sha1 239,5 

Tabell 2 Testresultat med netperf och IPsec point-to-point tunnel (enhet mbps) 
 

  



  

 

4. Prestandatest med IPsec 
 
Totalt 60 klusternoder (tre serverrack á 20 noder) användes som netperf-klienter i testet. Noderna är 
utrustade med dubbla Xeon-CPU:er av äldre modell (2,4-3,2 GHz) samt 2-4 GB RAM. 

 
”Endnode” för benchmarking med netperf bestod av en ny server med Xeon E3-1230 Quad Core CPU 
samt 16 GB RAM för att minimera risken för att den skulle utgöra en flaskhals. 

 
I klustrets serverrack sitter 100 mbps-switchar med Gb-upplänk, annars användes enbart rena Gb-
switchar i testmiljön. 

 
För att mäta bandbredden i nätverket användes mjukvaran netperf (http://www.netperf.org/), vilken 
är en klient/server-lösning. Netperf har flera olika tester, men vi fokuserade på vanlig tcp. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 



  

 

Mellan de 60 klusternoderna och DreamPlug 1 tillåts endast IPsec-trafik. Detta gäller även mellan 
DreamPlug 1 och DreamPlug 2. 
 
Trafik som routas över en DreamPlug kodas till IPsec respektive avkodas från IPsec beroende på var 
de är på väg. 

 
ABB installerade ett HMI-system med ett demoprojekt på Windows 7-arbetsstationen och 
konfigurerade denna samt kontrollenheterna att prata med varandra i en simulerad process. 
Kommunikationen mellan HMI-klient och kontrollenheter övervakades under hela testet. 

 
Förutom netperf-trafiken flödar även kommunikationen mellan HMI-klienten på Windows 7-
datorn och de två controllerenheterna som genereras av ABB:s demoprocess. 
 

4.1.      Testresultat 
 
Fyra olika tester utfördes; 

1. en netperf-klient mot netperf-servern (IPsec)  

2. 60 netperf-klienter mot netperf-servern (IPsec)  

3. en netperf-klient mot netperf-servern (ej IPsec)  
4. 60 netperf-klienter mot netperf-servern (ejIPsec)  

 
IPsec konfigurerades till att enbart göra autentisering med HMAC-SHA1. Kryptering av paket var alltså inte 

påslaget. Även nu användes PSK istället för certifikat.  

 

Varje test utfördes med tio iterationer för att minska risken för avvikelser i resultaten. 

  

Då sextio klusternoder samtidigt startar en netperf-klient mot netperf-servern blir den genomsnittliga 

datagenomströmningen 1,5 mbps per nod med IPsec. Utan IPsec blir datagenomströmningen 4-10 mbps. När 

endast en nod utförde bandbreddstestet låg dess datagenomströmning på ca 70 mbps med IPsec respektive 

drygt 90 mbps utan IPsec.  

 

Notering: I testerna använder vi AH-protokollet för autentiseringen och inte ESP rakt av vilket är vanligast 

idag. Detta då drivrutinen för kryptoaccelereringen (MV_CESA) i Linuxkärnan innehåller en bug. Buggen gör 

att drivrutinen kraschar när ESP används tillsammans med UDP.  

 

5. Slutsats och rekommendation  
 
Även med små, prestandasvagare enheter liknande dem i våra test kan god prestanda bevisligen uppnås. Detta 

har endast varit en inledande förstudie, men resultaten är lovande. Både ABB och FOI har många idéer på 

implementationer att utvärdera. Vi anser att det finns mycket att vinna på att fortsätta testen och göra dem mer 

omfattande. 


